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Overview of the day…

Each of the four groups will learn their scene in their session with your Splats 
teacher. Here is a summary of things that you can do for the rest of the day 
that will help make your performance all the more impressive. Each activity 
should be used as a guide only, and you should feel free to be as creative as 
you like.

Group One…
Learn lines and rehearse act one.
Practice circus skills for fairies.
Make fairy masks. (1-4)
Make crowns for Oberon and Titania (6)

Group Two…
Learn lines and rehearse act two.
Practice circus skills for fairies.
Make fairy masks. (1-4)
Make the magical flower.

Group Three…
Learn lines and rehearse act three.
Practice circus skills for fairies.
Make fairy masks. (1-4)
Make donkey mask. (5)

Group Four…
Learn lines and rehearse act four.
Practice circus skills for fairies.
Make fairy masks. (1-4)
Prepare for Pyramus and Thisbe (see 
below)

All the masks are attached with a paper headband, made to fit each child.

Pyramus and Thisbe….

  
  This ‘play within a play’ is the big finale to act four and the play and will 
need a little bit of extra rehearsal time. The students performing the script
should focus on the lines and the rehearsal, everyone else should focus 
on making the props:

-Lion mask (or if we decide to have more than one lion… )
-Ladies fan (for Thisbe)
-Large sword (the bigger the better for the death scenes)
-Knights helmet (optional)
-The wall (two large cut-out walls, attached at the top so it can be worn 
as a sandwich board)

For all these props, the bigger and bolder the better!
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Central piece

- Cut lines marked A and attach to lines marked B.

- Make a headband, adjusted to fit.

- Attach headband to top of central piece.

      -Attach ears to headband.

             - Attach nose to bottom of central piece

                      - Attach eyebrows
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